
BUILDING SMARTER WALL SYSTEMS FOR

COMMERCIAL MARKETS    



WHAT DO WE HEAR 
AND AT WHAT STC 

RATING
Taken from technical services informational 

bureau. 



STUDY BY NRCC 
CITED BY AIA.ORG 
NOISE REDUCTION 

ARTICLE. 

“people staying in 

dwellings or hotel rooms 

with a STC class of 35 were 

over 20% less likely to 

remain than those with a 

STC of 65.  Of those that 

reported a desire to leave, 

94-100% cited a noise 

related reason.” 



AIA ARTICLE (CONT.) CITES

▪ Noise is the #2 litigation issue in the construction industry.

▪ “A recent study (the result of litigation) found that resilient channels failed in over 
90% of walls found, and that lab tested systems with STC ratings of 43-55 often 
resulted in field ratings of 34-38.” 

▪ Many developers set aside $30,000 per unit (multi-family) for future litigations 
specifically because of the high rate of failure in resilient channels and the noise 
issues that are created due to that failure.  *Source: California Office of Noise Control



▪ Costly labor and if using the wrong 
material sometimes costly litigation. 

▪ To make them quiet; you must take up 
space, i.e. staggering studs, Resilient 
Channel, other clips, hat channel, etc. 

▪ Ordering of special doors, windows to 
make up for added wall space.

▪ If you’re the one installing the walls 
“there’s just too many pieces to the 
puzzle.”. 



▪ There are many reasons:

▪ Installed incorrectly (too many screws, not 
enough variegation, etc.) 

▪ Installed upside down

▪ Screwed too tightly to the stud (no way to 
really know until it’s too late)

▪ Drywall is screwed to the stud creating a short 
circuit

▪ Headboards installed by hotels/owners 
screwed to the studs; short circuiting walls

▪ Sconces, pictures, shelving, etc. installed into 
studs

▪ Furniture bumping walls and pushing RC 
channel against stud.

*picture taken from Clark Dietrich website

Upside down



▪ Product is damaged upon arrival to the site and is installed. 

▪ Drywall touches adjoining walls, ceiling or floor.

▪ Communication barrier between installer and management 
and product gets installed improperly.  

▪ 1 screw is all it takes. 1 screw can short circuit a wall, 
increasing db’s by only 10%, making a wall that was a 50 
STC drop below 40 STC. 

▪ RC STC testing was done in a lab where conditions were made 
to be perfect. Not “real world” scenarios. Also, when testing 
was done on RC, it was not as stringent as today’s standards. 

Sources: AIA, drywall systems, quietsolutions, soundforum



SO WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

▪ Decoupling walls 

Decoupling is a way of separating the two sides of a wall to lessen the opportunity 
for sound to pass through the wall. This is what channels and most clips attempt to 
do. 

Staggering studs; up to this point, is the best method but is more labor intensive than 
normal construction processes and you must build the walls thicker.  



LET’S BUILD A “SOUND” WALL

▪ Pro Products’ idea came about because of the need to build a quiet wall that 
required not taking anymore space. 

▪ The creators realize that decoupling walls is best solution. Taking (2) 1-5/8” steel
studs inside a 3-5/8” track; keeping a wall thin, allows an air gap which will stop the 
sound wave from transmitting through studs. 

▪ Clipping the studs together before installation; nominally speeds up installation by 
reducing labor of building “two walls” separately. 

▪ Here’s the solution: 



INTRODUCING



WHAT DOES THE STCLIP ACHIEVE? 
▪ Fast installation process. Clip (2) 1-

5/8” studs in seconds. 20 or 25 
gauge.

▪ This process creates a 3-5/8” stud; 
keeping a wall dimensional at 4-
7/8”

▪ Eliminates special order doors

▪ Use regular “Type X” 5/8” rock.

▪ Because the walls are “decoupled” 
no chance of short circuits

▪ Achieve a minimum STC rating of 52!

Easy, fast installation



STC Values of comparable sound 
walls

Typical depths of sound walls



ADDED BENEFITS

▪ Achieving higher STC ratings are possible by 
adding “quietrock”, sound caulking, foil tape, 
doubling rock (if needed), MLV.

▪ Finishing the project on time or ahead of 
schedule.

▪ Creating more space in the same footprint; giving 
a better ROI.

▪ No more short circuits means no tear downs due 
to failure and no litigations. 

▪ We anticipate anywhere between 8-18(!) LEED 
points for projects. 



POTENTIAL LEED POINTS

▪ Noise pollution

▪ Innovative product

▪ Saving space

▪ Recycled product

▪ RE-USED product (repurposed from Eliminator Track)

▪ Energy savings (testing thermal break properties)

▪ Local distribution (for those who qualify)



WHAT’S THE COST? 



WHAT IS THE WORTH?

▪ Speed

▪ Because STClip is a fast installation process, projects are completed on time or ahead of 
schedule. This allows massive reduction in labor costs associated with sound wall 
systems.

▪ Space savings 

▪ For every 40 10x10 rooms (if built in a straight line) built with STClip instead of other 
sound wall systems you achieve enough space to add an extra room. 

▪ Mitigate failures  

▪ Because STClip creates separation in between either side of the wall, the wall truly 
becomes decoupled; unlike other sound attenuation systems.





ELIMINATOR TRACK

Eliminator Track is an innovative system of 
integrating steel drywall framing with acoustical 
grid ceilings for BOTH new construction and 
remodeling. 



HOLES IN ET ARE 
PUNCHED OUT EVERY 8” 
GIVING YOU THE 
PRECISION AND 
VERSATILITY YOU NEED. 

The wall studs simply 

snap into place and 

eliminate the need to 

measure stud 

spacing. 



▪ Accelerated Depreciation 

▪ The building of demountable walls allows you to take advantage 
of the tax codes depreciating the whole build of the walls from 
39.5 years down to 7 years.

▪ Look of permanence 

▪ Most demountable wall systems are composed of panels which 
gives the walls a segmented look. Since the Eliminator Track wall 
system is designed using standard components the finished wall 
has a smooth, solid look. The result is a firm and stable acting wall 
that can be dismantled and/or relocated easily.



▪ Lower Installation costs

▪ Because the Eliminator Track demountable wall design utilizes 
standard drywall components and construction methods, there’s no 
need to purchase expensive specialized parts, panels and equipment 
often required of other demountable walls systems

▪ Faster than standard drywall framing

▪ The key factor is using ET as the top track. With the Eliminator Track, 
stud locations are pre-measured; eliminating error in stud layout. Studs 
can be snapped “into” and “out of” position, so there is no need for 
screws or fasteners. The result is reduced framing time in both 
assembly and relocation. 



▪ Built in Acoustic Ceiling Tile edge

▪ The exposed lip of the Eliminator Track provides a built in wall molding 
at the ceiling/wall intersection. This makes each room’s ceiling look 
individually installed even though it’s part of an overall acoustic ceiling 
grid system.

▪ Design versatility

▪ Most demountable wall systems limit partition design by requiring 
specific panel widths and specialized doors or window frames to match 
their components. The Eliminator Track demountable wall design utilizes 
standard drywall materials and construction techniques so doors and 
windows of any size may be used. 



❖ Easy changes and repairs to 

Eliminator Track walls can 

be without requirements of 

special panels or materials 

unlike other demountable 

wall panels.  

❖ Reduction in labor also 

occurs as the extra holes are 

used by electricians and 

other trades to snake wires, 

etc. through  quickly and 

easily. 



❖ By installing ET there is an 
average savings of 30% in 
labor through a variety of 
trades. 

❖ Reduced cost compared to 
other demountable wall 
systems. 

❖ Significant time savings means 
projects finish on time and 
under budget. 



Project remodel Walls using ET



Finishing quickly and efficiently Completed remodel


